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(57) Disclosed in the present invention are a method
and an equipment for separating coal and gangue and
refilling gangue. The method comprises the following
steps: cutting an upper coal layer by a coal mining ma-
chine (5) and conveying the coal to a well by a scraper
conveyor (1), a transfer conveyor (2) and a belt conveyor;
cutting a middle gangue layer by the coal mining machine
(5) and reversely running the scraper conveyor (1) to
convey the gangue to a gangue back-conveying transfer
conveyor (3), conveying the gangue by the gangue back-
conveying transfer conveyor to a gangue throwing scrap-
er conveyor (4) which is suspended on the rear part of a
hydraulic bracket (6) and provided with an open middle
slot plate and throwing the gangue into a gob; and cutting
a lower coal layer by using the coal mining machine and
conveying the coal to the well by using the scraper con-
veyor (1), the transfer conveyor (2) and the belt conveyor.
The method can realize the separation of coal and the
gangue, and the gangue is refilled into the gob, so that
mixed mining and conveying for the coal and the gangue
are avoided, the cost is saved and the environment is
protected.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a method and device
for separating coal from gangue and backfilling the
gangue into a gob area.
[0002] As a main energy source, the coal plays a very
important role in China’s national economy. The coal in-
dustry has made a great contribution to the national econ-
omy in the past 60 years. The coal once accounted for
76% and 69% of the energy production and consumption
structure, respectively, so that it well supported the na-
tional economy and the social development. The coal
provides 78% of the energy for electric power generation.
Besides, it is one of the main industrial chemicals in Chi-
na, accounting for 70% of the total industrial chemicals.
Finally, the coal is also an important material for agricul-
tural production and urban living, and 60% of civil com-
modity energy and 94.3% of the lightening energy is pro-
vided by the coal. In the future 50-60 years, the consump-
tion ratio of the coal will decrease with the development
of the new energy, renewable energy, hydropower, and
nuclear power. However, after the nuclear leakage re-
sulting in the 9.0 earthquake in Fukushima, Japan, in
2011, the use of the nuclear power become more cau-
tious. Thus, the coal is still the main energy source in
China.
[0003] China has the largest coal yield in the world,
and 25% of the coal layer is sandwiched between gangue
layers. A conventional method for coal mining is mining
the coal and the gangue together out of the well, as the
coal is mixed with a large amount of the gangue, the
quality of the coal is largely lowered. Meanwhile, the
transporting of the gangue out of the well cost tremen-
dous manpower and materials. Furthermore, after the
gangue is mined and transported out of the well, the
space of the gob area enlarges, thereby facilitating sur-
face subsidence; and a large area is required to accu-
mulate the gangue, meanwhile, sulfur in the gangue will
be burnt after a long term of storage, thereby resulting
serious pollution on the environment.
[0004] In view of the above-described problems, it is
one objective of the invention to provide a device for sep-
arating coal from gangue and backfilling the gangue. The
method and the device of the invention realize the sep-
aration between the coal and the gangue and the back-
filling of the gangue into the gob area, thereby avoiding
the process for transferring the coal and the gangue to-
gether out of the well, saving the production cost, and
being environmentally friendly.
[0005] Technical scheme of the invention is as follows:

A method for separating coal from gangue and back-
filling the gangue, the method comprises:

A. cutting an upper coal layer by a shearer and
conveying the coal out of a well by a scraper
conveyor, a coal-transfer conveyor, and a belt
conveyor;

B. cutting a middle gangue layer by the shearer;
conveying the gangue to a gangue-transfer con-
veyor laid on the other end of the scraper con-
veyor by operating the scraper conveyor back-
ward; and conveying the gangue backward to a
gangue-refilling scraper conveyor, in which, the
gangue-refilling scraper conveyor comprises a
central slot comprising a central plate compris-
ing openings and is disposed on a rear part of
a hydraulic support facing a gob area;

C. regulating a size of an opening of the central
plate in sequence, and uniformly refilling the
gangue to the gob area; and

D. cutting a lower coal layer by the shearer, and
conveying the coal out of the well by the scraper
conveyor, the coal-transfer conveyor, and the
belt conveyor.

[0006] A device for separating coal from gangue and
backfilling the gangue, the device comprises a shearer.
A scraper conveyor is disposed beneath the shearer, and
the scraper conveyor is forward and backward rotatable
and fits the movement of the shearer. The scraper con-
veyor comprises: a forward conveying end fitting a coal-
transfer conveyor, and a backward conveying end fitting
a gangue-transfer conveying unit facing a gob area.
[0007] The gangue-transfer conveying unit comprises:
a gangue-transfer conveyor, and a gangue-refilling
scraper conveyor comprising a central slot comprising a
central plate comprising openings. The gangue-refilling
scraper conveyor fits with the gangue-transfer conveyor.
[0008] The gangue-refilling scraper conveyor is sus-
pended on a rear part of a hydraulic support. A size of
an opening of the central plate is adjustable. The gangue-
refilling scraper conveyor is provided with a hydraulic
jack. The coal-transfer conveyor is disposed in a trans-
porting crossheading. The gangue-transfer conveyor is
disposed in a return airway. The scraper conveyor is in
parallel with the gangue-refilling scraper conveyor.
[0009] The following terms are defined for understand-
ing the invention:

"Scraper conveyor" refers to a conveyor that match-
es with the shearer and is forward and backward
rotatable for conveying the coal and the gangue, re-
spectively.

[0010] "Coal-transfer conveyor" refers to a transfer ma-
chine that corresponds with a forward conveying end of
the scraper conveyor and is used to transporting the coal
upward.
[0011] "Gangue-transfer conveyor" refers to a transfer
machine that corresponds with a backward conveying
end of the scraper conveyor and is used to transfer the
gangue to the gangue-refilling scraper conveyor.
[0012] "Gangue-refilling scraper conveyor" refers to a
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transfer machine that matches with the gangue-transfer
conveyor and is used to fill the gangue to the gob area.
[0013] Working principle and advantages of the inven-
tion are as follows:

When cutting the upper coal layer, the scraper con-
veyor disposed in the front of a working face rotates
forward, a drum of the shearer rotates for cutting and
loading the coal. The coal is transferred to the scrap-
er conveyor. The coal is further discharged on the
coal-transfer conveyor in the transporting cross-
heading, and is conveyed out of the well by the belt
conveyor of a haulage roadway.

[0014] As the gangue-transfer conveyor is arranged at
the other end of the scraper conveyor, that is, a backward
conveying end of the scraper conveyor, for transporting
materials to the gob area, the transporting direction of
the scraper conveyor is reversed after the cut of the upper
coal layer is completed, so that the scraper conveyor
starts to backward rotate. The gangue cut by the shearer
falls on the scraper conveyor, by which, the gangue is
backward conveyed to the gangue-transfer conveyor.
The gangue is then discharged by the gangue-transfer
conveyor to the gangue-refilling scrapper conveyor sus-
pended on the rear part of the hydraulic support. Each
section of the central slot of the rear part of the gangue-
refilling scraper conveyor comprises the central plate
comprising size-adjustable openings, and the gangue is
backfilled to the gob area through the openings, thereby
realizing the separation between the coal and the
gangue, solving the problem of the gangue backfilling,
and saving the production cost.
[0015] After the cut of the middle gangue layer is fin-
ished, the scraper conveyor disposed in the front of the
working face starts to rotate forward, and the shearer
continues to cut the lower coal layer. The shearer drum
rotates for cutting, loading the coal to the scraper con-
veyor. The coal is further discharged on the coal-transfer
conveyor in the transporting crossheading, and is con-
veyed out of the well by the belt conveyor of a haulage
roadway. Thus, a cycle for the method is finished.
[0016] The scraper conveyor and the coal-transfer
conveyor of the transporting system in the working face
are reasonably arranged, occupy a small area. The struc-
ture of the whole device is compact and is convenient for
maintenance and passage of the operating personals on
the working face.
[0017] Thus, the device and the method of the inven-
tion solves the problem existing in mining coal layers
sandwiched between gangue layers by separating the
coal from the gangue and backfilling the gangue to the
gob area rather than transporting the gangue out of the
well, thereby saving the energy for transporting both the
gangue and the coal out of the well, saving the area to
be occupied by the gangue out of the well, and being
environmentally friendly.
[0018] FIG. 1 is a structure diagram of a device for

separating coal from gangue and backfilling the gangue
of the invention.
[0019] In the drawing, the following reference numbers
are used: 1. Scraper conveyor disposed in the front of a
working face; 2. Coal-transfer conveyor in a transporting
crossheading; 3. Gangue-transfer conveyor; 4. Gangue-
refilling scraper conveyor; 5. Shearer; and 6. Hydraulic
support.
[0020] Technique of the invention is further described
hereinbelow.
[0021] A device for separating coal from gangue and
backfilling the gangue, as shown in FIG. 1, comprises a
shearer 5. A scraper conveyor 1 disposed in the front of
a working face that is capable of rotating forward and
backward is disposed beneath the shearer 5. The scraper
conveyor 1 disposed in the front of the working face fits
the movement of the shearer 5 and bears the load of cut
materials from the shearer 5.
[0022] A forward conveying end of the scraper convey-
or 1 disposed in the front of the working face fits a coal-
transfer conveyor 2 in a transporting crossheading, and
the coal-transfer conveyor 2 in the crossheading is dis-
posed in the transporting crossheading and matches with
a telescopic belt conveyor.
[0023] A backward conveying end of the scraper con-
veyor 1 disposed in the front of the working face fits a
gangue-transfer conveyor 3. The gangue-transfer con-
veyor 3 is arranged in a return airway and one end thereof
for conveying materials faces a gob area and is suspend-
ed on a rear part of a hydraulic support 6.
[0024] The gangue-transfer conveyor 3 matches with
a gangue-refilling scraper conveyor 4. The gangue-refill-
ing scraper conveyor 4 is suspended on the rear part of
the hydraulic support 6. The gangue-refilling scraper con-
veyor 4 comprises a central slot comprising a central
plate comprising openings, and an opening of the central
plate is adjustable. The gangue-refilling scraper convey-
or 4 employs the opening of the central plate of the central
slot to backfill the gangue to the gob area, and the gangue
is uniformed backfilled to the gob area by controlling the
opening of the central plate in sequence by a hydraulic
jack.
[0025] To ensure a compact structure, the gangue-
transfer conveyor 3 employs a short structure, and the
scraper conveyor 1 disposed in the front of the working
face is in parallel with the gangue-refilling scraper con-
veyor 4.
[0026] In use:

The upper coal layer is cut by the shearer 5 and the
coal is conveyed out of a well by the scraper con-
veyor 1 disposed in the front of the working face, the
coal-transfer conveyor 2 in the cross heading, and
the belt conveyor.

[0027] The middle gangue layer is cut by the shearer
5 and the gangue is conveyed to the gangue-transfer
conveyor 3 by operating the scraper conveyor backward.
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The gangue is conveyed to a gangue-refilling scraper
conveyor 4 that faces the gab area by the gangue-trans-
fer conveyor 3.
[0028] The size of the opening of the central plate of
the gangue-refilling scraper conveyor 4 is regulated in
sequence for uniformly refilling the gangue to the gob
area.
[0029] The lower coal layer is cut by the shearer 5, and
the coal is conveyed out of the well by the scraper con-
veyor 1 disposed in the front of the working face, the coal-
transfer conveyor, and the belt conveyor.

Claims

1. A method for separating coal from gangue and back-
filling the gangue, the method comprising:

a) cutting an upper coal layer by a shearer and
conveying the coal out of a well by a scraper
conveyor, a coal-transfer conveyor, and a belt
conveyor;
b) cutting a middle gangue layer by the shearer;
conveying the gangue to a gangue-transfer con-
veyor laid on the other end of the scraper con-
veyor by operating the scraper conveyor back-
ward; and conveying the gangue backward to a
gangue-refilling scraper conveyor, wherein, the
gangue-refilling scraper conveyor comprises a
central slot comprising a central plate compris-
ing openings and is disposed on a rear part of
a hydraulic support facing a gob area;
c) regulating a size of the openings of the central
plate in sequence, and uniformly refilling the
gangue to the gob area; and
d) cutting a lower coal layer by the shearer, and
conveying the coal out of the well by the scraper
conveyor, the coal-transfer conveyor, and the
belt conveyor.

2. A device for separating coal from gangue and back-
filling the gangue, the device comprising a shearer,
characterized in that
a scraper conveyor is disposed beneath the shearer,
and the scraper conveyor is forward and backward
rotatable and fits the movement of the shearer; and
the scraper conveyor comprises: a forward convey-
ing end fitting a coal-transfer conveyor, and a back-
ward conveying end fitting a gangue-transfer con-
veying unit facing a gob area.

3. The device of claim 2, characterized in that
the gangue-transfer conveying unit comprises: a
gangue-transfer conveyor, and a gangue-refilling
scraper conveyor comprising a central slot compris-
ing a central plate comprising openings; and
the gangue-refilling scraper conveyor fits with the
gangue-transfer conveyor.

4. The device of claim 3, characterized in that the
gangue-refilling scraper conveyor is suspended on
a rear part of a hydraulic support.

5. The device of claim 3 or 4, characterized in that a
size of the openings of the central plate is adjustable.

6. The device of claim 5, characterized in that the
gangue-refilling scraper conveyor is provided with a
hydraulic jack.

7. The device of claim 2, characterized in that the
coal-transfer conveyor is disposed in a transporting
crossheading.

8. The device of claim 2, characterized in that the
gangue-transfer conveyor is disposed in a return air-
way.

9. The device of claim 2, characterized in that the
scraper conveyor is in parallel with the gangue-re-
filling scraper conveyor.
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